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The problem: video to mobiles

• Tremendous increase in demand for bandwidth. (40x in next five years)

• Driven mainly by mobile video (65x in next five years) 

• Wireless pipes= frequencies. Expensive and limited

• Maybe clever ideas: better codes, MIMO, better video compression, 
interference alignment.

• But we really need to bring the content closer to the users

• Bottleneck: backhaul links

• Our Solution: Replace backhaul with storage  



What everybody says

Proposed architecture:
Bring content closer to the 
users

• Re-use subcarriers

• Resource allocation centrally 
coordinated.

• We think that the backhaul will 
be the bottleneck. 



What we say

• Low-rate backhaul connectivity

• High storage (1TB~80$)

• Replace backhaul with caching

• Can be done if 
there is sufficient content reuse



How much  content reuse is there?

• We focus on Youtube for campus scenarios 

• Two studies on Youtube video request popularity arising from 
a wired university campus network. [Zink et al ‘08 , Gill et al 
‘07]

•  Using these traces, in a campus scenario, placing ~30 
helper boxes with storage and wifi-like capabilities can 
significantly increase the number of video-watching users. 

• Up to 4x-5x gains in the number of happy users, from our 
traces.



Femtocaching architecture

? 

•  Small cells cache content in a 
distributed way.

•  Even mobiles can cache 
(d2d) to enable asynchronous 
collaboration

•  How to allocate resources
•  What to store, where?



This talk

 Two on theory:

 The femtocaching project. How to optimize placement of 
popular video files in storage-enabled femtocell stations.

 d2d femtocaching: if mobiles cache, what scaling laws do 
we get? 

 And one on practice: 

 Trace-based evaluation on a campus scenario.



Single helper optimal caching

Assume that each user samples one file from 
a given popularity distribution. 

File n is chosen with probability pn 

Let  pl (k) be the probability that the choice of 
user k is available locally.

Then:  

pl(k) =
�

n∈Ak

pn



Single helper optimal caching

• If there is a single helper, easy 
to show best caching policy 
• Minimize expected delay for 
user k:

• Waterfill the popularity 
distribution. 
• Gives you the best  pl 

pl(k) =
�

n∈Ak

pn

Dk = pl(k) Whelper + (1− pl(k))Wk



 Conflict of  interests in populating the caches. 

  U1 and U2 want H1 to cache the M most popular files

  U4 prefers that H2 caches the M most popular files.

  U3 wants one of H1,H2 to cache the M most popular, and the 

other one the M second-most-popular files. "

Distributed caching example
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  Files are either completely stored or not stored at all.
  Files available locally are retrieved with very small delay.

 The average delay of a user is proportional to the probability of 
not finding the requested file in the helpers’ caches .

Problem Formulation 
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Problem Formulation (cont’d) 

 Asymmetric users
  Expected delay for user k:

  Considering helper storage bound G:

pl(k) =
�

n∈Ak

pn

Dk = pl(k) Whelper + (1− pl(k))Wk

max
K�

k=1

pl(k) Wk

s.t. |Ch| ≤ G, ∀h

Ak = ∪h∈N(k)Ch
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Theoretical Results 

Theorem: The optimal distributed caching problem is NP-
complete. 
(reduction from 2-Disjoint set cover problem). 

Theorem: The problem can be expressed as a maximization 
of a submodular function subject to matroid contraints.

A file-based greedy placement achieves factor of 2 
approximation. 

A pipage rounding placement algorithm achieves 1-1/e 
approximation.

(Infocom 2012) 
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d2d femtocaching
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d2d femtocaching scaling laws: setup

• Random geometric graph placement of mobiles

• Each mobile can cache 1 file and will request 1 file. 

• Requests come from Zipf( gr). Storage comes from Zipf( gc ).  

• All mobiles have a fixed communication radius r (protocol model, no adaptive 
power control) 

• Large radius: more collaboration opportunities
• (but more interference)

• What is the optimal collaboration distance? What is the largest number of 
collaborating nodes? 
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r(n) radius,
each node requests 
1 file with Zipf( gr).

has 1 file stored with 
Zipf( gc).

L: number of 
collaborative links 
that can be 
simultaneously 
active

I want x5,
I have x3

d2d femtocaching scaling laws: setup



d2d femtocaching scaling laws: results I

• Theorem: High content reuse: If  gr > 1

linear number of collaborating nodes exist: 

ropt = Θ(
�

1
n

)

E[L] = Θ(n)

g∗c = 1 + �
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d2d femtocaching scaling laws: results II

• Theorem: Low content reuse: If  gr  < 1
the best possible scaling is:

ropt = Θ(
�

mη

n
)

E[L] = Θ(
n

mη
)

η =
1− gr

2− gr
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  Implemented a detailed simulation of a university 
campus scenario 

  Single 3GPP LTE R8 cell with several helpers using a 
simplified 802.11n protocol

  Real campus trace of video requests

  Measure 4x-5x gains with ~30 helpers caching 
~50GB each.  

Trace-based evaluation
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Baseline cellular system model

  Operates  -  LTE Release-8  Specs  -  (on a usable 18 MHz 
Bandwidth).

  User mobility -  (approx. 1 m/s )
  Only YouTube-like video requests -  B bit (approx 30 MB) video file . 

   Users distributed uniformly around the cell.

BS 

UT 
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User request pattern

  Study of you tube request pattern conducted at University of Amherst, 
Massachusetts campus [Zink et al ‘08].

   Daily YouTube video requests on the wired network monitored.

  Roughly top 20% of videos accounted for about 52.4% of requests – 
Redundancy in video requests 

  Popularity of videos follows Zipf law:  Linear - Log views vs Log 
rankings plot

  Trace data – with unique user IP and time ordered requests of active 
users with video IDs available for a day.
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Different systems

 Test three systems and compare performance:

  Baseline system

   Helper System with Greedy Algorithm – Helpers  distributed on a 
square grid

    Helper System with most popular files stored.

   Helper –User communication : simplified WiFi – like model

  Range of 100m around the helpers and supports constant rate at 
specific distance from helper.
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Simulation results 

number of satisfied users versus the storage capacity of each helper for trace1, 
number of helpers=32, QOS=100 seconds.
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Simulation results (cont’d)  

number of satisfied users  versus  the number of helpers for the trace2, the cache capacity of 
each helper is 60GB, QOS is 200 seconds. 
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Conclusions

 Storage in small cells is a practically useful simple idea

 Gives significant benefits even with very simple storage 
allocations. 

 d2d femtocaching can provide nice scaling results

 Content reuse is critical. Need mobile traces to evaluate 
more realistically. 
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Simulation results (cont’d) 

 number of satisfied users  versus  QOS (the average download delay) for the trace2, the cache 
capacity of each helper is 30GB and the number of helpers is 32.



Simulation results (cont’d)

 percentage of successful requests versus download time for the trace2, the cache capacity of 
each helper is 30GB and the number of helpers is 32.



The theoritician’s 
embarassment


